GCAA NATIONAL AWARDS 2017-2018
All Divisions

BEN HOGAN AWARD PRESENTED BY KONICA-MINOLTA
PRESENTED TO THE OUTSTANDING AMATEUR COLLEGIATE GOLFER
Doug Ghim, Texas

BYRON NELSON AWARD PRESENTED BY SRIXON/CLEVELAND GOLF
AWARDED BASED ON ACADEMICS, CITIZENSHIP AND GOLF ACCOMPLISHMENT
OVER COURSE OF COLLEGIATE CAREER
Matthew Perrine, Baylor

DAVID TOMS OVERCUMING ADVERSITY AWARD
PRESENTED TO THE COLLEGE GOLFER WHO HAS OVERCOME ADVERSITY TO
ACHIEVE COLLEGIATE EXCELLENCE
Kyle Mueller, Michigan

JAN STRICKLAND AWARD PRESENTED BY TAYLORMADE-ADIDAS GOLF
PRESENTED TO ASSISTANT COACH OF THE YEAR
Corey Maggard, Auburn

LABRON HARRIS, SR AWARD
PRESENTED TO A COLLEGE/HIGH SCHOOL COACH THAT IS ALSO A PGA
PROFESSIONAL
Scott Cartwright, Cal Poly